INTRODUCTION

Older persons face abundant housing problems in the United States. Some impoverished older persons cluster in age-segregated, public housing towers and apartment buildings, which can convey a sense of confinement.¹ Others spend their final years in depressing nursing homes, where COVID extracted a particularly high toll.² Overall, many older persons dislike the places in which they live and wish they could somehow return to the apartments and houses that they called home earlier in their lives.³ Accommodations for older persons in private retirement communities are on average better than what is available in public housing
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and nursing homes. Furthermore, older persons who have moved into these communities over roughly the last sixty-five years have done so voluntarily. Unlike older residents in public housing who are driven to their modest apartments by poverty, or those of nursing homes whose medical conditions are determinative, older persons in private retirement communities have freely chosen housing in age-segregated communities.

But what prompts that choice, and how successful has it been? This article examines that question in three sections. The first section explores general marketing and consumption of private retirement communities during the 1960s, which framed housing in these communities as an expensive consumer good, and the specific advertising pitch that promoted sales of this type of housing. The second section considers whether private retirement community housing was originally discriminatory under the federal Fair Housing Act, and outlines the amendments to that Act which ultimately thwarted that claim. Finally, the third section examines how the investment in modern-day, private retirement community housing has failed to improve the personal well-being of older persons.

This article’s conclusion acknowledges that private retirement communities have settled too fully into place to be fundamentally altered by any effective legal challenge or reform. However, critical consideration of the marketing and consumption of housing in private retirement communities still illuminates different aspects of contemporary society. Crafty marketing plagues our society in general, and much of this advertising reflects our society’s ageism. Retirement communities are laced with ageism. Reflecting on the marketing and consumption of housing in private retirement communities can beneficially underscore serious multi-faceted problems in American life.

I. PRIVATE RETIREMENT COMMUNITY MARKETING AND CONSUMPTION

Various factors explain the growth of private retirement communities in the United States, but this article underscores that this growth
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took place in the context of burgeoning consumer capitalism. Developers and proprietors of these communities employed marketing strategies and advertising that are common in consumer capitalism, but made their pitch specifically to older people, promising them a carefree, “ageless” lifestyle. Private retirement communities caught on during the 1960s as countless older persons took the bait.

As for consumer capitalism in general, it is a socioeconomic subsystem whose success depends as much on the stimulation of consumption as on the increased production of a given consumer good. Sellers persuade consumers to purchase not so much what they need but instead what they do—or should—desire. One infamous example of consumer capitalism involves tobacco industrialist James B. Duke. His perfection of high-speed rolling machines enabled him to take over the cigarette market. What did Duke do at that point? After Duke realized that cigarette marketing would ultimately be more important in his commercial success than actual production, he moved his business from North Carolina to New York.

Consumer capitalism established itself in the United States roughly between 1880–1930 or, as one commentator put it, during the years “when the rural republic of Lincoln turned into the capitalist epoch of Hoover.” Familiar markers of the changes in the socioeconomic system include the emergence of the modern department store, the widespread adoption of electric signs for advertising, and the use of planned obsolescence in the automobile industry. One scholar argues that “[t]he Roaring Twenties were a crucial decade for the genealogy of consumer capitalism.” Others simply assert that the 1920s was the decade during which consumption of consumer goods became widespread and normative. During and after this decade, the term “goods” increasingly represented not only physical items but also various activities and services. Consumers, for example, showed increased
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enthusiasm towards attending professional sporting events such as boxing and baseball, and the cost of attending those events rose dramatically.  

The selling of consumer goods and services depended heavily on increasingly sophisticated advertising campaigns. The general goal of advertising is, of course, to influence customers’ purchasing decisions, but advertisers can approach this general goal from countless directions. One strategy involves convincing consumers to buy one variety of a product instead of another, and another similarly familiar strategy uses purported sales and discounts to persuade consumers to buy sooner rather than later. Advertising also reaches consumers even after they make their purchases, in effect reassuring them that they made the right choice and inviting them to make similar choices in the future. At their core, advertisements suggest to consumers that they should really want the good or service being advertised. How could one possibly be happy without it?

Advertising campaigns make an impact. Studies repeatedly show a correlation between levels of consumption and exposure to advertising. But the impact of advertising hardly ends there. Sometimes, advertising prompts consumers to develop unwholesome attachments to, and even fetishes regarding, selected consumer goods. Short of such marketplace pathology, the purchase of certain consumer goods can connote a certain lifestyle and concomitant, socioeconomic class affiliation. The ownership and display of selected consumer goods can be used to say who one is or wants to be, and many rely on consumer goods and services to in effect brand themselves as one type of person or another.

Indeed, consumer advertising has a general purpose that reaches beyond particular brands or specific goods. Advertising promotes habitual shopping. According to the highly regarded social critic Christopher Lasch,
advertising generally touts “consumption as a way of life.” So many advertisers convey this message and so many consumers take it to heart that consumers often measure themselves not through their accomplishments but through the goods and services they have been able to purchase. This stance leads to “a far different and in many ways diminished sense of selfhood from that embodied in the image of the headstrong self-made man.”

The range of goods and services is hardly limited, and the groups to which those goods and services might be marketed is not at all fixed. Marketers are forever attentive to newly conceived demographic sectors in which one consumer good or another might be successfully marketed. In this vein, marketers recognized that older persons and especially retired older persons could constitute a group to whom goods and services could be sold. The very phrase “senior citizen” originated as a marketing term. Marketers encouraged older persons to see themselves as a particular type of consumer by offering “senior discounts” and the like. In general, older persons and retirees could be seen by marketers as a consumer group and lured into thinking of themselves that way when entering the marketplace.

Although the existence of this demographic is taken for granted nowadays, its recognition is a somewhat recent matter. “Retirement,” after all, did not occur when a majority of older people lived and worked with extended families on farms and in small towns. As some people aged, they might have done less in the fields and at home; older farmers, though, did not stop working per se but rather reduced their labor due to health problems or other reasons. When industrialization in the United States took off in the late-nineteenth century, industrial employers did not have retirement plans for workers who reached their sixties. Indeed, older workers were thought to be less productive and sometimes encountered extreme difficulty finding
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or keeping industrial jobs. On the home front, family members often came to consider older persons to be socioeconomic burdens instead of treasured, fountains of wisdom. Grandparents and also older parents were not bringing any money into the family, but they still had to be fed and clothed.

By the middle of the twentieth century, meanwhile, “retirement” was definitely a recognized stage of life. Pensions and Social Security payments made it easier for older people to maintain assets and to be able to “retire.” Then, too, people on average were living longer, and the population’s new mass longevity meant marketers could sell goods and services to older people for longer periods of time.

Goods and services designed exclusively, or near-exclusively, for older people hit the market in large numbers. Specially-produced, smart-medicine devices, stair-masters, and walkers were sold primarily to older persons. Marketers also hawked types of insurance, funeral and cremation services, and a variety of house cleaning and lawn care systems.

Housing became the most expensive good that could routinely be marketed to retirees with assets. For older persons, housing is much more than a roof over one’s head. In the thoughtful words of a group of gerontologists:
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The home plays a crucial role in the lives of older adults. A source of identity is cultivated from living in one place for an extended period of time, and home becomes a place to which older adults have deep-seated ties with family members and close friends. . . . Attachment to place is a reflection of the emotional, cultural, and spiritual connection between a person and their environment. . . . Among older adults, housing satisfaction is related to the identity of the home as a harbor of family traditions. For some older widows, leaving the home in which they lived with their husbands may be associated with leaving their relationship behind.63

Developers and their marketers held out private retirement community housing as a way to leave homes that people had lived in for decades.64 Property taxes and sales taxes might be lower where the private retirement communities were being built, and this could be appealing to those on fixed incomes.65 Then, too, when friends and relatives left home neighborhoods and people with different ethnic and racial identities began to move into those areas, leaving became part of the “white flight” phenomenon.66 A private retirement community could be a place to flee, both physically and psychologically.67 These communities appeared to be safe domestic havens for older persons.68

Ryderwood in the State of Washington can trace its development back to the 1920s, but a giant burst in the development of these communities occurred during the last third of the twentieth century.69 Del Webb developed the largest of the early retirement communities.70 He owned a construction company that had shamelessly built internment facilities for Japanese-Americans during World War II, and co-owned the New York Yankees for some time.71 Webb developed his first “Sun City” retirement community near
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Phoenix, Arizona, in the early 1960s and managed to sell 2000 homes in the
development’s first year.\footnote{72} His schemes fit well within Arizona’s “new two-
party regime dedicated to attracting businesses, jobs, and residents.”

Realizing they had the proverbial goldmine on their hands, Webb
and others went on to develop and to extensively market other private
retirement communities in California, Nevada, and other Sunbelt states.\footnote{74} Some private retirement “communities” were little more than isolated
apartment buildings with four units; others were huge, amounting to sizable
towns populated by older persons in what used to be the desert.\footnote{75} All of the
communities required their residents to be fully, or partially, retired and at
least fifty-five years of age.\footnote{76}

Since turnover in the private retirement communities averaged
twenty percent annually, marketing and sales of housing in the communities
became “critical and continuous processes.”\footnote{77} Advertising for these
communities became abundant, and appeared primarily in periodicals or in
glossy brochures and pamphlets during the early years of the communities’
development.\footnote{78} While pictures of the apartments, condominiums, and houses
of course appear, it is not the housing in and of itself that is featured.\footnote{79} Instead, the pitch is for the private retirement community in general,
accompanied by a promise that residing in such a community will produce
happiness.\footnote{80} Rent an apartment in a retirement community, and joy will come
your way.\footnote{81} Better yet, secure a condominium or a free-standing house in a
retirement community, and contentment will be yours.\footnote{82}
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One key to this happiness, allegedly, is that older persons would be able to live with only people in their age group. The advertisements do not state that goal explicitly, but the minimum-age requirements of fifty, fifty-five, or sixty certainly imply it, as do the advertisements’ pictures and illustrations. Buyers, by implication, can free themselves of annoying and unpredictable younger people. Some older people literally “bought into” this proposition so enthusiastically that they testified before Congress that they were desperate to avoid living anywhere near children.

Beyond age-segregation, advertising for private retirement communities promised never-ending recreational opportunities. These opportunities included reading groups, cooking classes, bingo, and day trips, as well as more access to physical pursuits such as golf, tennis, and swimming. (The proverbial shuffleboard was less featured than one might expect, and may in fact be something of a joke even among some of the residents in these communities). These abundant recreational activities are presented as central to the supposed lifestyles of the communities. Older people featured in advertisements are always smiling, active, and blessed with unlimited energy. The recreational activities, according to one promotional statement, produce the “worry-free lifestyle of your dreams.”

On a deeper level, the recreational activities and carefree lifestyle play off what Kevin E. McHugh has called “the ageless self.” The idea is that through ceaseless recreation and physical activity older people can elude much-dreaded “fossilization” and “encrustation.” In both a literal and metaphorical sense, older persons can avoid becoming stiff. Residents of the retirement communities can achieve a “prolongation of midlife.” Even life after fifty-five can be blissful and carefree. Beneath the wrinkles and
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Despite the grey hair, “the inner self” remains ready to be active, have fun, and live free of worry.\(^\text{97}\)

Overall, marketers claimed—and thousands of older persons believed—that private retirement communities could provide an escape from all the distractions and inconveniences of modern everyday life\(^\text{98}\).

Age-segregated, recreation-based living was said to be delightful.\(^\text{99}\) In the words of one commentator, private retirement communities offered “Peter Pan Housing”—homes where older persons do not have to grow older and get to play all day long.\(^\text{100}\)

II. CRITICISMS UNDER THE FAIR HOUSING ACT AND SUBSEQUENT REFORMS

The surging development of private retirement communities and the sale of thousands of units were not pure, free-market phenomena.\(^\text{101}\)

Advanced consumer capitalism, after all, does not exist without government involvement and concomitant laws and regulations.\(^\text{102}\) That is as true for housing for older persons as it is for other consumer goods.\(^\text{103}\)

Laws related to consumer protection, estate planning, and real estate transactions to name only a few of the more obvious examples, affect the development and sale of private retirement community housing. Somewhat more surprisingly, laws regarding housing discrimination have had an impact on the development, marketing, and consumption of this housing.

The most significant law affecting this area is the federal Fair Housing Act (FHA).\(^\text{104}\) While state and local housing laws are also important, the FHA will be the focus in this article, “because it is the model upon which most state and local fair housing laws are based and because it is the most comprehensive of all federal laws dealing with housing discrimination.”\(^\text{105}\)
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Congress enacted the FHA in 1968 to proscribe housing discrimination against people in certain protected categories.\textsuperscript{106} Although these categories originally included only race, color, religion, and national origin, later amendments to the FHA added sex, familial status, and disability to the list.\textsuperscript{107} In order to pacify Republican members of the Senate who threatened to filibuster the Act, Senate Democrats agreed to not criminalize housing discrimination through the FHA.\textsuperscript{108} Instead, people in protected categories who believe they were the victim of housing discrimination can file a complaint either with The Department of Housing and Urban Development’s (HUD) Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity (FHEO) or state and local agencies that enforce similar housing laws.\textsuperscript{109} Alternatively, complainants could pursue a private lawsuit in state or federal court.\textsuperscript{110}

This approach to enforcement might strike some as toothless; moreover, administrative neglect and federal budget cutbacks have also limited the FHA’s effectiveness.\textsuperscript{111} But still, the FHA has proven quite successful in highlighting and deterring housing discrimination.\textsuperscript{112} According to Julian Castro, speaking at the fiftieth anniversary of the FHA’s enactment, “\textquote{over the years, this groundbreaking piece of legislation has helped reduce barriers to housing opportunities for Americans of all backgrounds.}”\textsuperscript{113}

Note that neither the original FHA nor its subsequent amendments mention age discrimination as potential grounds for someone to file a complaint filed with FHEO or even a private lawsuit.\textsuperscript{114} An individual might have age-discrimination claims under state or local law, but that individual cannot claim discrimination under the FHA solely because of age.\textsuperscript{115} Of course, this is hardly an issue for older persons in private retirement communities that try to attract older persons, rather than turn them away. And
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as discussed, many developers of these communities purposefully design and pitch their housing to people fifty-five or older.\textsuperscript{116}

Discrimination finds its place on the table, meanwhile, through a claim that private retirement communities are discriminating based on familial status.\textsuperscript{117} In particular, claimants can invoke the 1988 amendment to the FHA, which authorizes complaints and private lawsuits by those who believe they have been discriminated against because of their familial status.\textsuperscript{118} “Adults-only” housing spread rapidly in the United States,\textsuperscript{119} and parents with children could file complaints or initiate private lawsuits under the “familial status” language.\textsuperscript{120}

Two large studies conducted by HUD demonstrate how severely disadvantaged families with children (and especially single mothers) were when seeking to rent or buy housing.\textsuperscript{121} A surprising twenty-five percent of all rental units did not allow children.\textsuperscript{122} What’s more, fifty percent of all rental units had restrictive policies which made it difficult for families with children to inhabit those units.\textsuperscript{123} Approximately twenty-two percent of families with children had been forced to move by hostile landlords or by restrictive policies,\textsuperscript{124} and fifty-five percent of families with children had searched for housing for over nine weeks.\textsuperscript{125} The situation was so difficult for families with children that nineteen percent of family members split up and lived apart from one another.\textsuperscript{126}

This sobering evidence caught the eye of influential Senators like Ted Kennedy and Arlen Specter who, along with others, urged Congress to act.\textsuperscript{127} The 1988 familial status amendments were added to the FHA in hopes that lawsuits filed by families with children would prompt an end to widespread discrimination.\textsuperscript{128} And indeed, families filed literally thousands of lawsuits alleging familial discrimination in the years immediately following the amendment’s enactment.\textsuperscript{129}
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The problem, meanwhile, was that most of the fifty-five-and-older private retirement communities that were being so eagerly developed and advertised could be seen as discriminating against families with children. Indeed, many communities not only had explicit rules excluding children, but also had homeowners’ associations prepared to enforce those rules. Congress wanted to protect families with children, but legislators were also receptive to the idea that older persons could and perhaps should “live exclusively among their age peers.” Hence, after Congress enacted legislation designed to protect families with children, it went on to enact several exemptions to the FHA for housing for older persons.

The third of these exemptions applied directly to private retirement communities. In its original form, this exemption required that these communities: (1) provide significant facilities and services specifically designed to meet older persons’ physical and social needs, (2) commit at least eighty percent of their housing units to at least one person fifty-five years of age or older, and (3) publish and adhere to policies reinforcing these rules.

The requirement that there be significant facilities and services to meet the needs of older persons caused the greatest controversy, and efforts by HUD to promulgate rules regarding this requirement constituted a six-year fiasco. HUD’s first attempt at rule-making occurred in early 1989, but this initial attempt to define “significant facilities and services” was harshly criticized; HUD seemed to have in mind requirements that would only be appropriate for disabled, older persons who could not care for themselves. Residents of private retirement communities, by contrast, were invited to see themselves not as disabled but rather as healthy, fit, and active. HUD then backed off from its attempt to identify which facilities and services were “significant,” and instead simply listed a wide range of possibilities that spread like a weedy vine over five-two pages of the Federal Register. When criticized, HUD organized its proposed facilities and services into twelve categories and listed 114 possibilities. Housing providers were then tentatively told that their facilities and services could be deemed “significant” if providers made at least two facilities and services from five of the twelve categories available, including at least two from categories ten ("Leisure
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Needs”) or eleven (“Health/Safety Needs”). 141 Some opponents of HUD’s efforts characterized them as “federal bingo mandates.” 142

Finally, Congress decided to take charge of the situation. 143 As part of Republicans’ much-publicized “Contract with America,” assorted congressmen floated the idea of a “Senior Citizens Equity Act,” which, among other things, would make it easier to qualify for the fifty-five-and-older exemption. 144 Then, thirteen Republican congressmen from primarily Sunbelt states, where the private retirement community industry had the greatest political clout, introduced legislation eliminating the requirement that housing providers have “significant facilities and services” to qualify for an exemption. 145 One of these congressmen’s most pointed arguments was that the requirement would make middle-class retirement housing too expensive. 146

Finally, Congress passed the Housing for Older Persons Act (HOPA). 147 Among other things, the Act eliminated the requirement for “significant facilities and services,” and also created a “good faith reliance” immunity for private retirement communities that believed and relied on a written statement sufficient to qualify for the fifty-five-and-older exemption. 148 Whether this really affected older persons at all is an open question, but the provision certainly demonstrated private retirement communities’ concerns about lawsuits and possible orders to pay money damages. 149

In contemplating the removal of the facilities and services requirement, the ramifications for older persons themselves bear underscoring. 150 As previously noted, although the brochures and pamphlets hawking private retirement community housing never fail to extol the communities’ swimming pools and golf courses, in retrospect these attractions do not necessarily make living in a private retirement community more copacetic. 151 If queried, the older persons sitting at poolside might have instead said that parking for people with disabilities would be welcome, and the older people reviewing their tee times might have requested housekeeping services. Though the exemption’s original requirements could have supported such facilities and services, the only thing that older persons
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could count on once the requirement was dropped was an environment without children.  

Alongside the elimination of the facilities and services requirement, efforts to prevent housing discrimination against families with children and insure housing that served the needs of older persons ground to a halt. To be sure, provisions barring housing discrimination against families with children existed in some state statutes. Wisconsin, one example, bars housing discrimination based on family status and on other considerations in its Open Housing Statute. Statutes of this sort enable families with children to sue if they were excluded from housing in a private retirement community.  

But really, how many families with children are going to demand that older residents make room for them by suing a private retirement community in Lake Geneva or Wisconsin Dells?  

Other than pursuing housing discrimination claims, those concerned with what is provided for older persons in private retirement communities might lobby for specialized statutes and regulations. One proposal calls for a certification process for private retirement communities; applicants for certification would have to show appropriate facilities and services before receiving their exemptions. More generally, regulatory schemes are in effect or proposed for various services sold to older persons. Something similar could be tried with private retirement communities.  

But these proposals are only that, and the largest beneficiaries of both the fifty-five-and-older exemption and the collapse of HUD’s regulatory efforts are the developers and marketers of private retirement
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communities. When Congress added requirements for facilities and services to the exemption, developers feared that those requirements would complicate their marketing and lobbied their lawmakers. President Bill Clinton signing HOPA into law provided a green light to continue building, advertising, and selling housing in age-segregated retirement communities—essentially no different than the industry had done for the preceding twenty-five years.

One overarching reality in the control and regulation of business activities in the United States is that the government will rarely close down successful, profit-making businesses, even if they are obviously exploitative and harmful to the public. A good illustration of government hesitancy and ineffectiveness in this regard involves the robust payday lending industry, which not only charges exorbitant interest on loans but also traps people on a debt treadmill, thereby worsening their poverty. On a grander scale, the tobacco industry’s products continue to coat lungs with tar, release cancerous chemicals, and cause approximately thirteen hundred people to die prematurely each year, but even a proposal to simply make cigarettes less addictive is unlikely to gain traction anytime soon. Battles with payday lenders and the tobacco industry can be fought elsewhere, but the likely outcomes suggest how attempts to shut down private retirement communities would go. Inevitably, challenges to the discriminatory practices of private retirement communities were overcome, and developers and owners of the private retirement communities continued to sell their housing and reap their profits.
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III. THE FAILURE OF PRIVATE RETIREMENT COMMUNITY HOUSING

After Congress eliminated the facilities and services requirement, marketing and consumption of private retirement community housing grew rapidly.\(^{167}\) Marketers realized that Americans fifty or older had come to constitute one-third of the population, and many had ample assets.\(^{168}\) There were lots of older people with money who could be sold on housing in private retirement communities!\(^{169}\) New videos, television promotions, website advertisements, and all-expenses-paid visits made the printed brochures and pamphlets of the 1960s look simple by comparison, and marketers advertised a staggering array of private retirement communities.\(^{170}\) Marketers even drew on a stable of celebrity pitchmen that older persons seemed inclined to trust.\(^{171}\)

Retirement communities spread geographically, and marketers promised more and more for consumers.\(^{172}\) While developers continued to build in Arizona, California, and Nevada, development continued even more rapidly in Florida.\(^{173}\) Before long, Florida had active retirement communities at 969 locations.\(^{174}\) A high concentration of fifty-five-plus communities came in places in southern Florida like Broward and Palm Beach counties,\(^{175}\) and
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as of 2013, well over one-fourth of the residents of those counties were fifty-five or older respectively. Century Village complexes are perhaps the best-known of the Florida retirement communities, although despite their name these communities are not particularly “village-like.” These gated communities each feature between 5,000 and 8,000 condominiums for older persons, typically housing a combined population of over 50,000 people. The Villages in central Florida became the largest private retirement community, boasting 60,000 units and a population of 115,000. According to one resident, “[l]iving here is like living in a town for just retirees.”

Eventually, Florida’s massive development spilled over. When developers fully used Florida’s premier spots, the mountains and mild climates of the Carolinas, Georgia, and Tennessee became their next target. Eventually, every state in the nation became a home for private retirement communities and their residents.

As for the actual housing within private retirement communities, a range exists. The least appealing housing consists of rental units in small apartment buildings and trailers in mobile home parks. This type of housing is relatively inexpensive and is, at minimum, child-free, but it usually lacks the amenities available in larger complexes. Connected condominiums in two or three-story buildings with asphalt parking lots are common, especially for middle-class, older persons. Free-standing houses are usually smaller than the houses older persons left behind, but some have luxuries such as saunas and whirlpools. The condominiums and houses are likely to be in proximity to various swimming pools, golf courses, tennis
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courts, and even fishing holes. Some of the previously-mentioned Century Village complexes have clubhouses with rooms for billiards, crafts, and cards, as well as theaters large enough for touring shows.

Product differentiation is pronounced among the private retirement communities. Differentiation is an introductory marketing concept which describes the process of distinguishing one’s consumer good from others to gain sway in a given market. Through advertising and other means, a business seeks to convince consumers that a given good is special or unique. Sometimes, as with automobile models, the differentiating occurs among a business’s own goods rather than vis-à-vis other businesses’ goods. The American economist Edward Chamberlin outlined the workings of product differentiation as early as the 1930s.

Differentiation can be vertical, horizontal, or even both. With vertical differentiation, marketers often rank consumer goods and hope that consumers will take those rankings to heart. As for housing in private retirement communities or private retirement communities in general, “Top 10,” “Top 25,” or “Top 100” ranking lists are common on the Internet. Vertical integration routinely includes different prices for different varieties of private retirement communities. Some purchasers might like knowing their private retirement community is “luxurious” and be prepared to pay more for that. But vertical differentiation can also help those who want to
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pay less. 198 Listings exist for “cheap” private retirement communities, although the term “affordable” might be more graceful. 199

Horizontal differentiation among private retirement communities is less intertwined with pricing, and instead relates to such considerations as color, design, and so forth. 200 Often it is simply a matter of cultivated consumer affinities and preferences. Hence, retirement community marketers point consumers to those communities with concentrations of older persons that share their particular religious affiliations and/or ethnic identities. 201 Niche communities are also sometimes linked to the sexual orientations of their residents. 202 One growing variety of horizontal differentiation involves associating private retirement communities with individual colleges and universities. 203 One website lists almost 100 colleges and universities that have lent their names to retirement communities, including the University of Kentucky’s Limestone Crossing and the University of Texas’s Longhorn Village. 204 One university-linked community that has a mildly ominous finality to it is the University of Alabama’s Capstone Village. 205 The name eerily suggests that it is a place where actual or vicarious members of the Crimson Tide can wrap up their life’s work.

But should Greek-Americans clustered at a retirement community in Arizona, or University of Maryland alumni concentrated in a retirement community in Florida—to cite only two out of a thousand niche
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possibilities—be happy with the age-segregated retirement housing that they purchased? Unfortunately, housing in a private retirement community is often a bad financial investment. Aside from the fact that some of this housing is poorly constructed, it often has steep staircases, stone walls, and concrete benches that become impediments as the residents grow older. Then, too, while fifty-five-year-olds might like a closet in which golf equipment can be dumped, sixty-five-year-old residents might prefer firm railings, convenient light switches, and grab bars in their bathtubs. Those seventy-five and older might welcome wider doors and hallways that make it easier to use walkers or wheelchairs. As noted earlier, promotional videos and websites routinely promote the notion of an “ageless self,” but alas, old age, if understood as a period nearing or surpassing the life expectancy of human beings, awaits most people. Housing that might work well for healthy, younger retirees can become undesirable as the years slip by.

Furthermore, the need for services changes. Relatively young, recent retirees in their fifties or early sixties might have only minor aches and pains and delight if good tennis lessons are available. Even those in the sixty-five to seventy-five age group, annoyed in many cases by hearing loss or complications associated with joint replacements, are still primarily looking for leisure-related services. But by the time older people reach seventy-five, more than fifty percent experience some disabling condition that impairs their quality of life, and people in this age group start looking for different kinds of services. Once older people enter their eighties, the key issue might be whether they have access to regular counseling, physical therapy, or help with daily activities such as bathing, dressing, housekeeping, and preparing meals. It would be very difficult for developers to tout these kinds of services without contradicting the promises of ageless, vigorous, recreational activities that dominate their advertisements.
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In addition to facing the expense of retrofitting and dealing with the shortage of useful services, owners of housing in private retirement communities face difficulties when they attempt to sell or resell the housing. Scholar Mark D. Bauer has not only exposed these difficulties but also used the sad story of Edith and Phil Bauer, his parents, as an illustration. To begin with, changes in the market for retirement housing are unpredictable and do not parallel changes in markets for regular housing. For example, sales prices for housing in Florida retirement communities plummeted just as the nation pulled out of the 2008 Recession and prices for regular housing were beginning to rise. In the words of one commentator, housing in Florida’s age-restricted communities became “absurdly affordable.” Odd market fluctuations persist today, although the current demand for private retirement community housing is not as great as it was at the turn of the twentieth century. The trend toward earlier retirement has apparently reversed, larger percentages of people over sixty-five continue to work, and fewer people want retirement housing. As a result, the “For Sale” listings on the Internet are lengthy.

When retirement housing owners die, their housing usually passes to their children, but these children cannot move into the properties because of covenants regarding the minimum age of new residents. This situation forces those children to make a tough choice: either rent; pay property taxes, assessments, and maybe even mortgage payments; or sell at rock bottom prices.
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prices. Not surprisingly, children frequently chose the latter. In some cases, they might even simply abandon the property. The children continue with their lives in some other part of the country and perhaps wish their parents had thought twice before buying into Sun City or Century Village.

Beyond the problems involving retrofitting, acquiring needed services, and selling housing in depressed resale markets, housing in private retirement communities often presents deeper, intangible, quality-of-life issues. As already noted, residents living in this housing are isolated. The communities themselves tend to be located in suburban and semi-rural areas, far from the stimulating scramble of urban life. Then, too, when older persons move into these communities, they leave old friends and family members behind, frequently in distant parts of the country. Even with a stable of golfing buddies and a bevy of bridge-playing friends, residents of the private retirement communities often feel lonely. Spousal relationships help, assuming the spouses are still alive, but residents frequently do not have the close human connectedness that, in all age groups, helps to alleviate the angst of modern life.

The lack of age-diversity can contribute to feelings of isolation in its own way. When people of different age groups live in proximity of one another, the young receive more care and supervision from older persons, and young people can be “an important resource helping to meet the needs of an aging population.” In addition, young and old alike learn about the
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aging process, and their interaction can “help lessen the negative stereotypes each generation has of each other.”

Older persons are, of course, especially likely to suffer from oversimplified images of their incompetency and confusion. Younger people routinely invoke a plethora of insulting terms for older persons. “Biddy,” “codger,” “coot,” and “geezer” are only four of the possibilities. Furthermore, a seemingly unlimited number of quips and jokes point to older persons’ supposed mental, physical, and sexual decline. One goes like so: “Have you heard the one about the rumpled old man who dropped to one knee and proposed to a younger woman? After she turned him down, he said ‘Well, if you don’t want to marry me, at least you can help me up.’”

Age segregation itself can contribute to older persons’ internalization of the negative stereotypes relating to their decline. Ageist stereotypes, like other stereotypes, are nurtured in an environment of high segregation. Furthermore, it hardly helps when older persons in age-segregated communities keep track of one another’s medical problems and look on as their fellow residents die. The age segregation in some private retirement communities makes those communities seem like sprawling nursing homes.

Leisure and recreational activities cannot really replace the pursuit of meaningful goals and objectives. Golfing or playing bridge can be fun, but leisure activities and recreational pursuits are superficial and difficult to rely upon as the social and psychological foundations of life. Work-oriented American culture routinely affords only low expectations for your leisure if you do not have to work at the same time. Tien-Chien Tsao argues in a study of university-linked retirement communities that there is a difference between high-status leisure, which is a respite from important work, and low-
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status leisure, which one might pursue after divorcing oneself from the workplace.\textsuperscript{247} The leisure pursuits of retirees in private retirement communities are almost always low-status leisure, and as a result contribute virtually nothing to the retirees’ sense of purpose.\textsuperscript{248}

Not everyone, of course, would agree with this negative appraisal of the quality of life in private retirement communities.\textsuperscript{249} Many older people living in these communities report high levels of satisfaction with their lives.\textsuperscript{250} Some insist that despite the expensive retrofitting to accommodate the later stages of aging and the virtually inevitable depreciation of property values, the opportunity to live a carefree existence with people your own age is worthwhile.\textsuperscript{251} In fact, residents can be quite animated in their praise for these communities.\textsuperscript{252} Perhaps these statements are, in effect, defensive justifications of what was, after all, a very expensive consumer purchase.\textsuperscript{253} Some consumers, be they buyers of retirement housing or something else, are quietly quite disappointed with their purchases.\textsuperscript{254} They experience “buyer’s remorse.”\textsuperscript{255} One way to palliate the remorse is to vigorously defend purchases.\textsuperscript{256}

The defense of private retirement communities by their developers and the developers’ defenders is less difficult to decipher. H. Irwin Levy, the builder of the first Century Village and a “founding father” of sorts for retirement living in Florida, never wavered in his belief that people like to live with other people who are the same age or, as he put it, “among their own kind.”\textsuperscript{257} He harshly criticized sociologists who wrote articles suggesting that adult communities are not a good way of life.\textsuperscript{258} Cohen said, “I think they’re great in theory but they don’t know what they’re talking
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He apparently missed the fact that some of these “sociologists” vigorously defended age-segregated retirement housing. Despite the spirited defense of housing in private retirement communities, living in one of these communities remains problematic. Costly to maintain and difficult to resell, these communities can become “a dangerous prison with no escape for the extreme elder.” More profoundly, these communities often fail to facilitate what older persons need most—an opportunity to develop their human potential through the final years and decades of their lives. Older persons may not have reflected much on aging and the life cycle before choosing to live in a private retirement community, but a clear-headed awareness of the twists and turns of social life, a critical appreciation of political issues, and meaningful interactions with people from different walks of life enrich old age just as they enrich other stages of life.

Can private retirement communities truly provide their residents with opportunities to continue their personal growth?

CONCLUSION

In the present, housing in private retirement communities is a well-developed option for older persons during the final years of their lives or, at least, until they move on to assisted living facilities or nursing homes. These age-segregated communities are concentrated in Sunbelt states, but older consumers can literally find and buy housing in these communities throughout the United States. No major effort is underway to remove these communities’ exemption under the FHA or to otherwise change the requirements for these communities. The legal status of these communities is stable.

But while these communities are obviously popular among older persons, they do not necessarily serve them well. Housing in these communities is often a bad investment because it depreciates in value and is expensive to retrofit as the residents grow older. Housing in these communities can also be difficult for children and other heirs to resell when the residents die. Most importantly, these communities generally do not enable older persons to continue developing as human beings during the final years of their lives.
stage of their lives.\textsuperscript{269} In many cases, the communities do not enable the residents to grow intellectually and emotionally.\textsuperscript{270} They do not enhance older persons’ actualization and self-esteem.\textsuperscript{271}

Housing in private retirement communities can be conceived of as an expensive consumer good, bought and sold in the context of consumer capitalism.\textsuperscript{272} As is the case with other expensive consumer goods, this housing is not truly “needed.” Instead, marketers of consumer goods use advertising and other means to encourage consumers to long and wish for a given good.\textsuperscript{273} Marketers prompt some type of desire.\textsuperscript{274} If the good is actually purchased, it supposedly accommodates the consumer’s selected wishes, hopes, and fantasies.\textsuperscript{275} In the most pathetic of situations, some consumers not only consume a consumer good but also let the consumer good consume them.\textsuperscript{276} They engage in a type of self-identification with the good, presumably at the expense of richer sources of self-identification.\textsuperscript{277}

Older persons, of course, maintain a high degree of agency and do, in fact, choose to purchase housing in private retirement communities.\textsuperscript{278} However, older persons’ choices are influenced by advertising for the housing and by the general promise that such housing will connect purchasers to an exclusive community ensuring a carefree, “ageless” lifestyle—free from noisy, annoying children.\textsuperscript{279} After Congress determined that fifty-five-and-older communities need not provide particular facilities and services in order to be exempt from federal housing discrimination law, however, many private retirement communities became distinctive only to the extent they were child-free.\textsuperscript{280} In the end, the promise that housing in private retirement communities will bring contentment and happiness frequently goes unfulfilled.

Woven throughout the marketing and consumption of housing in private retirement communities are assorted strands of ageism, some quite
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troubling. Ageism can take the form of genuinely biased and discriminatory acts against older persons. In the worst of scenarios, ageists might privately abuse older persons, or perhaps try to keep them together in places where they need not be seen. In addition and as noted earlier, ageism includes a wide range of harmful definitions, assumptions, and stereotypes, and many older persons internalize ageist beliefs and start doubting and disliking themselves as well as other older people.

A complex version of this ageist internalization occurs within the consumption of housing in private retirement communities. For starters, marketers identify an age-specific group, persons fifty-five-and-older to be exact, and invite consumers to see themselves in these terms, even though it is a reductive reification of their make-up as human beings. Sadly, many older consumers internalize the notion that they are first and foremost “seniors” or, even worse, “the elderly.” Once developers and marketers have their hooks into older persons’ mindsets, they urge older people to live with just one another, to not only accept but revel in their age segregation. Finally, as a sort of frosting on the ageist cake, people fifty-five-and-older are invited to believe that they will be able to deny the aging process, which from an ageist perspective is a decidedly bad thing.

While it would be difficult to halt deceptive and ageist marketing for private retirement community housing, recognizing this process and how it works could help older consumers make better choices during the later stages of their lives. More generally, increased reflection on the manipulative practices and oppressive attitudes that manifest themselves in the marketing and consumption of housing in private retirement communities could be a first step in countering these practices and attitudes. Policymakers and shapers of our collective future, after all, should strive to create a society in which human beings of all ages can genuinely flourish.
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